HILL & USHER INSURANCE & SURETY

Established in 1995, Hill & Usher has grown from a small, specialty insurance agency into a full-service broker/agency that provides auto, home, life and business insurance programs to thousands of individuals and commercial interests throughout the United States. Since the beginning, explains Agency Principal Richard B. Usher, “our emphasis on helping people succeed, whether it is a customer, an employee or a valued business partner, has made the difference for our company.” The agency starts with excellent people who bring new ideas, a strong work ethic and excitement to an industry that is often guilty of falling stale and complacent. “We feel that great people are the beginning and the end of any great company.” notes Usher. “With great people we maximize our return on our significant investment in automation, training and the strong relationships we maintain with insurance carriers.” A nomination in 2005 for a Career Builder “Employer of Excellence” award says a lot about Hill & Usher’s attention to its staff. Hill & Usher is proud to be voted No. 1 Insurance Agent/Broker by Ranking Arizona 2006.
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